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ABSTRACT

We study a family of exactly solvable models of conformally-invariant quantum field
theory in £>-dimensional space. We demonstrate the existence of D-dimensional analogs
of primary and secondary fields. Under the action of energy-momentum tensor and
conserved currents, the primary field creates an infinite set of (tensor) secondary fields
of different generations. The commutators of secondary fields with zero components of
current and energy-momentum tensor include anomalous operator terms.

We show that the Hilbert space of conformal theory has a special sector which structure
is solely defined by the Ward identities independently on the choice of dynamical model.
The states of this sector are constructed from secondary fields. Definite self-consistent
conditions on the states of the latter sector fix the choice of the field model uniquely.
In particular, Lagrangian models do belong to this class of models [1]. The above self-
consistent conditions are formulated as follows. Special superpositions Qs,s = 1,2,...
of secondary fields are constructed. Each superposition is determined by the require-
ment that the form of its commutators with energy-momentum tensor and current (i.e.
transformation properties) should be identical to that of a primary field. Each equation
Qs(x) = 0 is consistent, and defines an exactly solvable model for D > 3. The structure of
these models are analogous to that of well-known two dimensional conformal models. The
states Qs(x)\0) are analogous to the null-vectors of two dimensional theory. In each of
these models one can obtain a closed set of differential equations for all the higher Green
functions, as well as algebraic equations relating the scale dimension of fundamental field
to the D-dimensional analog of a central charge. As an example, we present a detailed
discussion of a pair of exactly solvable models in even-dimensional space D > 4.



1 Introduction

1.1 Goals and Perspectives

In the present work we proceed with the study of the family of exactly solvable models
of conformally invariant quantum field theory in D-dimensional space. In our recent
work [1] it was shown that the Hilbert space M of conformal theory has a model
independent structure. In particular, it includes the direct sum of two mutually
orthogonal subspaces

where A/(m) is spanned by the states of the matter fields, and M^ — by the states
of the gauge fields. Moreover, the subspace M^m' appears to be an infinite sum of
mutually orthogonal subspaces M£, each of the latter being generated by a certain
field <H(x)

*fc(x)|0>€Atf. (1.2)
Each subspace Al£ is [2] a space of irreducible (positive frequency) representation of
Z?-dimensional Minkowski space conformal group.

A dynamical principle which sets up the field model may be formulated either in
the subspace M^ or in the total Hilbert space M. In the first case we arrive at
the class of models of direct (non-gauge) interaction of the matter fields, while in
the second case the gauge interactions are also taken into account. The solution of
several models (corresponding to Lagrangian models with a triple interaction) of the
first class was considered in the work [1]. As shown in this work, the models of the
first class are selected by specific set of constraints on the Euclidean Green functions
of the current j^(x)

Gj
tl(xxl... x2n) = OVfaMan). . . <p*(x3n)) (1.3)

and the energy-momentum tensor T^x)

j . . . X2nVl • • • J/m) = ( r ^ (

where tp(x) and x(z) are the matter fields. The explicit form of these constraints is
presented in section 3.

The main results of the present work consist in the following. We formulate a
dynamical principle in the subspace M^ defining an infinite family of models of
the first class, i.e. neglecting gauge interactions. In each model one can deduce a
closed set of differential equations for all higher Green functions, as well as a closed
set of algebraic equations for scale dimensions of fields and the other dimensionless
parameters of the theory, analogous to the central charge. As an example, a nontrivial
model describing a complex scalar field ip(x) of scale dimension d is discussed in
detail, see section 8. For this model we derive a closed set of differential equations
for Euclidean Green functions ('-p(xi)... ^ ( i 2 n ) ) . Each of the latter is determined
by a system of differential equations of the second order. Besides that, we find the



dependence of dimension d on the parameter Cj (which plays a role of the central
charge). As mentioned before, the other models of this class are considered in [1]. We
believe that the three-dimensional Ising model also represents a more complicated
example of the model which belongs to this class. Its discussion will be presented
elsewhere.

One of the interesting features of the family of models concerned is in its structural
analogy to the exactly solvable two dimensional models [3,4], see also [5], based on
the infinite conformal symmetry. We shall show that in £>-dimensional space there
exist analogs of primary and secondary fields, central charge and null-vectors (see
sections 4 and 9). In addition to that, each £>-dimensional model from the family
constructed below has an infinite number of self-consistency conditions analogous to
the conditions of symmetry under infinite-parametric conformal group transforma-
tions in two dimensional space. This analogy will be examined in more detail in the
work to follow.

It is natural that in D = 2 the approach presented here leads to the well-known [3-
5] exactly solvable models. The latter was demonstrated in the works [6-8] on an
example of two dimensional Ising and Wess-Zumino-Witten models (originally we
showed this, as far back as in the seventies, on an example of the Thirring model, see [21).
However, the essential feature of our approach is the absence of explicit assumptions
on the existence of infinite dimensional symmetry in D = 2. We proceed the analysis
of the theories just assuming a |(Z) + 1)(ZP + 2)-dimensional conformal symmetry
in the space of any dimension, D = 2 included. In the latter case the symmetry
is driven by a 6-parametric group which includes the Poincare, scale and special
conformal transformations. An infinite dimensional conformal symmetry for D = 2
is not used explicitly, arising as a sideways result. It will be shown in more detail in
our next paper. From what has been said one can conclude that a certain analog of
the Virasoro algebra might be found in J9-dimensional space, with the corresponding
symmetry to be realized in the class of models presented herein.

1.2 A Role of Ward Identities in Conformal Quantum Field
Theory

The solution of any Lagrangian model may be found from the infinite system of
renormalized Schwinger-Dyson equations derived in [9]. Traditionally, the system is
solved using some kind of iterational algorithm. What is essential is that each bare
vertex 7 of the original Lagrangean enters the system through the combination z t7,
where z\ is the renormalization constant of the vertex. Let z-i be a renormalization
constant of the field. In the limit

5,-4 0, 2 2 ->0 • (1.5)

each equation of the Schwinger-Dyson system contains the ambiguity 0 xoo. As shown
in the works [9], after resolving these ambiguities the term 217 enters a single equation
as a summand. In the limit (1.5) the vertex 7 disappears in the renormalized system,



so that the information on the bare Lagrangian is partially lost. Besides this, under
the transition to renormalized fields y>(x) —> z^ ' <p(x) one loses the information on
the quantization rules, if the constant z-i vanishes (or diverges) after the regularization
is shifted. Consequently the Schwinger-Dyson system does not fix an exact solution
uniquely after the ambiguities are resolved. In the works [10,11] this problem was
analyzed in connection with the problem of the construction of exact conformally
invariant solution. Note that in perturbation theory such a problem does not arise
since the structure of the bare vertex and the quantization rules are effectively taken
into account during any castoff of the system and summation of perturbative series.
Nevertheless, when attempting to solve the system exactly one should complete it with
a certain set of conditions allowing an adequate reconstruction of the information lost
in the limit (1.5). In what follows we treat this completion as a dynamical principle
defining the model.

In the works [10,11,2] the above problem was solved in the following manner. The
quantization rules were effectively taken into account using the generalized Ward iden-
tities [12] as well as similar identities for the Green functions of the energy-momentum
tensor. The form of the Ward identities depends on the choice of equal-time commu-
tators between the components of conserved currents or energy-momentum tensor.
Besides this, one introduces the expressions for the commutators of these components
with the fundamental fields. As the result, the choice of Ward identities defines the
quantization rules for the theory. The bare Lagrangian is then rewritten in the form
of triple interactions. All the fields entering the resulting Lagrangian are treated as
fundamental fields. Ward identities are assumed to hold for the Green functions of
any such field. Thus the setting of the dynamical principle is reduced to the anal-
ysis of different types of solutions of the conformally invariant Ward identities for a
given number and given spin-tensor structure of fundamental fields. Below we show
(see also [1,2]) that the completion of this dynamical principle with the field algebra
hypothesis allows to fix the solution of conformal field theory uniquely.

In any conformal theory there exists an infinite set of tensor fields {$/;} which
define the basis of the Ililbert space. These fields appear in the operator product
expansions of fundamental fields:

rt*i)x(*») = E[*d- (1-6)
k

Here we use the standard notation described in [1] in detail. Analogous expansions
are also valid for the products iptp*, 93$;., and for any pair of fields from the set {$;•}.
In the models of scalar fields discussed in this paper, each field $k{x) represents a
traceless symmetric tensor of rank s and scale dimension /*:

**(«)"= *.k(*) = <* , . . . , » • (1.7)

Hereafter we use the symbol a to denote a pair of quantum numbers of conformal
fields

a=(l,s). (1.8)
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The operator product expansions (1.6) are known as the field algebra hypothesis. In
the case of conformally invariant theory it was shown [13,7,8] that the expansions of
the type (1.6) result from the system of renormalized Schwinger-Dyson equations, see
also [2,14,15]. Generally speaking, the latter can be treated as an auxiliary prescrip-
tion [16-19] of conformal theory, constituting a part of dynamical principle which fixes
the choice of model. Note that there is no need to specify the Lagrangian
in this case. This fact was demonstrated in [1] and in the following sections of the
present article. To fix up the model the choice of solution of the Ward identities
turns out to be essential. We shall show that the dynamical principle based on this
choice defines the model completely, allowing generally to reconstruct the effective
Hamiltonian.

The components of current and energy-momentum tensor beget a specific sector of the
Hilbert space where the effective dynamical principle is formulated. Below we show that
this sector is selected by the Ward identities. Having this in mind, the problem of the
construction of conformal quantum Held theory is reduced, first of all, to the analysis of the
solution of conformally invariant Ward identities.

2 A Hilbert Space of Conformal Field Theory

In this section the subspace A/(m' of the total Hilbert space (1.1) is considered. Under
quite general assumptions this subspace has a universal model-independent structure.
In particular, it comprises the subspace H^

which is fixed uniquely independently on the choice of dynamical principle. This
subspace is generated by components of the current and the energy-momentum ten-
sor. All its states may be found from corresponding Ward identities. The latter is
demonstrated in sections 3 and 4. All the statements of this section are valid only in
the case of conformally invariant field theory.

Consider a theory described in terms of a definite (finite) set of fields. The latter
fields will be treated as fundamental. In the Lagrangian approach they are the very
fields the Lagrangian is constructed from. In our approach no model-dependent as-
sumptions are made. The number of these fields as well as their spin-tensor structure
is supposed to be given. For the simplicity, let us discuss the theory including one or
two fundamental scalar lields

¥>(*), X(s)
having scale dimensions d, A. The ip(x) field may be either charged or neutral, and
x(x) is the neutral field.

Then we make two model-independent assumptions:

1. The existence of the field algebra:

£]• (2.1)



As already explained in the previous section, the latter result, being indiffer-
ent to a choice of bare interactions, is a general consequence of renormalized
Schwinger-Dyson system. All that really matters is the number and the struc-
ture of fundamental fields entering the Lagrangian (after the transition to triple
vertices).

2. It is supposed that the field algebra includes the energy-momentum ten-
sor and the conserved currents (in the presence of internal symmetries).
The latter satisfy the following conservation laws:

d^T^ix) = 0, dMx) = 0 (2.2)

and have the canonical dimensions I? = D, lj = D — I.

The generators of the conformal group are expressed through the components of
the energy-momentum tensor. If a symmetry higher than the conformal one will
appear to be present in the model, then its generators will also be representable in
terms of energy-momentum tensor moments. Analogously, the internal symmetry
generators are expressed in terms of local currents. For simplicity, the Abelian
symmetry will be considered here (though the most interesting models arise in non-
Abelian case). Let us stress that no model-dependent assumptions on the structure
of either the energy-momentum tensor or the currents in terms of fundamental fields
are made. Being the "local symmetry generators" of the theory, the current and
energy-momentum tensor define the transformation properties of the fields. Equal-
time commutators of their components with the fields

S(x°-y°)[TQv(x)My)l S{*°-va)\jo(x)Mv)], 6(x°-y°)[To»(x),x(y)} (2.3)

are considered to be given. Moreover, the algebra of the conformal group fixes
the equal-time commutators of energy-momentum tensor components up to gradient
terms. An internal symmetry algebra fixes the commutators of currents components
(the only terms admissible in an Abelian case are the gradient terms). Thus the
equal-time generators

PVCarO, 2^(32)], [7O(SI),JM(*2)] (2.4)

are considered to be known up to gradient terms. Their choice defines different types
of models (see below).

These two statements, supplied with the requirement of conformal symmetry,
would result in a quite specific structure of a Hilbert space resembling that of two-
dimensional conformal theories. There exists a special subspace //^m' in a total Hilbert
space, which is begot by the energy-momentum tensor and the current. We call this
subspace the dynamical sector (see sections 3,4).

The next step consists in a formulation of the dynamical principle that fixes a
model. As we show below, under a definite choice of anomalous (gradient) terms
in commutators (2.4) the dynamical sector includes special states, which may be
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set to zero with no contradiction to Ward identities. These states are analogous to
null vectors of two-dimensional conformal theories. Each of them defines an exactly
solvable model. The simplest models of scalar fields discussed in [1], belong to this
class of models.

This program is conducted in three steps. At the first step, the total Hilbertspace of the
conformal theory is constructed in the framework of the first statement. As described
above, the Hilbert space can be represented as an infinite direct sum of mutually
orthogonal subspaces M*

J2 (2-5)

Each subspace M£ is spanned by the states

) | 0 ) , (2.6)

where <&/.-(a:) is any field entering the algebra (2.1). The states (2.6) form a basis of
the space of irreducible representations of the conforrnal group. From this fact the
orthogonality of subspaces M* follows

(0|$m(a: l)^(x2)|0)=0 format. (2.7)

The subspace of states
*>(s)|0), ,Y(x)|0) (2.8)

also enter the sum (2.5). Thus the set of states (2.6) may be considered as a basis of
a total Hilbert space M. All the states of fields tp and x °f the type

V>(«iM*2)|0), ¥>(si)x(s2)¥>(z3)|0), v>(x,)v»(a:2)v»(*3)|0), . . . (2.9)

as well as the states

0), *„(«,)**(*:,) | 0) (2.10) •

are decomposed into this basis owing to the statement (2.6) on the conformal field,
algebra.

At the next step, the second statement, that is, the existence of the energy-momentum
tensor and the current and the structure of equal-time commutators, is studied. The principle
result consists in the fact that the choice of commutators (2.3) and (2.4) together with
the conditions of conformal symmetry make possible to find the states of the type

Tllv(xl)<p(x2)\0)t T^xJT^faMxJlO), T,Mi)x(x2)\0), ..., (2.12)
and to obtain their expansion in the basis (2.6). This result is justified
rigorously"under the following additional constraint: a current and energy-
momentum tensor in Euclidean space transform by irreducible represen-
tations of the conformal group. This leads to non-trivial restrictions [1]. The



conventional conformal transformations for a current and energy-momentum tensor
in Euclidean space with D > 2 define undecomposable representations [14,20], each
related to a pair of irreducible representations: one acting in an invariant subspace
of transverse (Euclidean) fields j " , 7"^, and the other in a quotient-space. In the
condition mentioned above, the second of these representations is implied. As shown
in [1], it is specified by equations

^ r = O > . . . ^ + ) = 0, Gt;i/ = ( f > . . V x . . . X > = 0, (2.13)

where G* and &£u are the conformally invariant transverse parts of a general solution
to Ward identities. In 4-dimensional space1 the equations (2.13), and consequently
the condition of irreducibility of representations, are equivalent to the
assumption that electromagnetic and gravitational interactions are being
discarded. Though this statement has a rigorous proof for the D = 4 case only,
the presumption that it holds for any D > 2 looks quite natural (it is discussed in a
greater detail in [1]). Below it is shown that the Ward identities, supplied with
conformal symmetry conditions, define Euclidean Green functions

uniquely, provided that (2.13) holds.
The expansion of the states (2.11),(2.12) in the basis (2.6) is formulated in terms

of Euclidean operator product expansions. In particular, when applied to the states

jll{xl)V>(x2)\0), V (

these expansions read [1,2,8]

£[^] (2.14)

where P* and Pj are symmetric traceless tensor fields of the rank s with the scale
dimensions

di=dj = d+s.
This result is the consequence of the Ward identities and the equations (4.13). In
what follows we use the unified notation

= ^ , . . .^(z) , d. = d + s. (2.16)

xThe field equations for the potential AlJ in conformal QED and for the metric field ^ in confor-
mal gravity are the consequences of an equivalence of irreducible representations which correspond
to the fields A* and }"{,r or f*v and fj^, see [21,22] The equations (2.13) lead to the property that
the transverse degree of freedom of the fields A^ and !/„„ do not take part in the interaction.



The fields P}, and Pj may be either orthogonal to each other (i.e. {Pi{xi)Pj{x2)) = 0)
or not, depending on the model. When s — 0 both these fields coincide with the
fundamental field

P3(x) U = <p(x). (2.17)

The fields Pj exist only for a definite type of gradient terms in commutators (2.4),
see below.

The fields Pj and P> have the transformation properties similar to those of sec-
ondary fields of two dimensional conforrnal theories. The part way evidence to this
is the presence of nonzero Green functions

which satisfy anomalous Ward identities. The Green functions (P^^j^,) as well as the
Ward identities for there functions were derived in our works [23,12], see also [1,2],
and discussed in more detail in [S], where the explicit expressions for the Green
functions (Pj'f^Tltu) may be also found. The commutators of fields Pf with the
component jo are expressed through the fields P* in the usual manner and have,
beyond that, anomalous contributions of the fields P$(x), where s' = 0 , 1 , . . . , s — 1.
The corresponding Ward identities also have anomalous contributions of these fields.
In section 9 we give the examples of such anomalous Ward identities.

The commutators of fields Pj with energy-momentum tensor and current compo-
nents include (see section 9) anomalous operator terms

- y)dliPj(y)

lm(y), p = 0 , 1 , . . . , D - 1. (2.18)
m = l

The analogous terms enter the commutator {jo{x),Pf(y)]. The Ha^m operators in
(2.18) are the differential operators of rank s -f 1

& 1 2 £ ) 1 d y 0 l Z ) l& = ^ 7 , ,» = 1 , 2 , . . . , £ ) 1 ; d = , /i = 0 , l , . . . , Z ) l .

The dy derivatives act on the argument of a field P]Lm(y) only. The / / operators are
the sums of terms of the type

which, in principle, could be calculated for any class of models. In the same manner,
conformal Ward identities for the Green functions

( TUx)Pj(xM*i) • • • <P+(x2n)x(x2n+l) • • • Xfan+m) ) (2.19)

also comprise anomalous contributions of the fields Fa/, where sf = 0 , 1 , . . . ,
5 - 1 .
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The Green functions of the fields Pj may be represented (see [8] and sections 7,8)
as

, (2.20)

where

are known differential operators of rank s + 1 found from Ward identities for the
Green functions

All the above remains true for the fields P/. The P/ operators have a rank s. In
the simplest case of s = 1 one has (see section 7)

where

u U 2 ^^ 2 ^^
L ^12 X 1 3

3 Irreducibility Conditions and Green Functions
of the Fields P/ and Pj.

As shown in the work [1], there are two ways to define the current and the energy-
momentum innsor fields in conformal field theory. In the first one, the current
jp is the source of nontrivial electromagnetic field A^x). Analogously, the energy- •
momentum tensor T^ is the source of nontrivial metric field h(iV{x).

In the second case, the current and the energy-momentum tensor may only gen- ,
erate non-physical gauge degrees of freedom

The role of local fields j,L(x) and T^x) in the second version of the theory is restricted
to the determination of symmetry generators: internal (abelian in this case) symmetry
and conformal symmetry.

Formally, the existence of these different ways of definition of the fields in{x) and
Tpu(x) is related to the properties of representations of the conformal group attached
to the fields

JM(Z), Tltu(x) and /l,,(z), h,w(x). (3.2)

10



Each of these representations is undecomposable [14,20]. As shown in [1], this gener-
ally leads to the existence of a pair of irreducible (and mutually orthogonal) compo-
nents for either field (3.2)

3ti = Jn + Jin Ap — An 4- Ap ,

T — T t r J . T h — % 4- Alon«

Representations of the conformal group corresponding to these components are irre-
ducible [1] and mutually equivalent2. The equivalence conditions relate any two fields
from the following pairs:

(iiT A ) Ci A]on*} (Ttr k ) (f hlon8)

For D = 4 these conditions coincide with the Maxwell equations and the equations
of linear conformal gravity [21,22]. The absence of electromagnetic and gravitational
interaction means that

A^(x) = ~h^{x) = 0.

This leads to vanishing of the transversal conformal fields j ^ r , T^v:

# ( * ) = <>» *£(x) = 0. (3.3)

Thus, if one neglects electromagnetic and gravitational fields in the model, one should
define the current and the energy-momentum tensor as irreducible fields j ^ , T^

i<.W5J>), U*)st(4 (3-4)

The corresponding fields A^x) and h^x) describe gauge degrees of freedom

) . (3.5) •

The conditions of irredicibility (3.4) represent a formal realization of the second of
the two ways of definition of the current and the energy-momentum tensor mentioned
above. As shown in [1], this leads to nontrivial restrictions on the conformally in-
variant Green functions (1.3),(1.4) (see below) and allows one to determine these
functions from the Ward identities completely.

Working with these conditions one can find all the states of dynamical sector of
the Hilbert space introduced in the above section. For this purpose we will apply
the formalism of conformal partial wave expansions (see [1,2,14-16] and references
therein) which provides a useful symbolic language to describe the operator product
expansions (1.6),(2.1). Introduce the following notation. Let

2A general study of the equivalence conditions of these representations is given in [19,20].
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be a traceless symmetric conformal tensor of rank s and scale dimension /. Its con-
formally invariant propagator reads

where the braces { } mean the symmetrization and subtraction of traces in indices

9ti»(x) = ^W ~ 2——. (3-7)

The invariant three-point functions

are equal to

= C j , . . . ^ (0:10:2X3)

In th is notation the partial wave expansion for the Green function

Here the contraction over the indices is implied

D/2+ioo

where

- traces, (3.9)

(3-10)

where $ 1 . . . <I>m are any conformal fields, takes the form

<? = £ /dxdyCo{xlxix)&;1{x~y)G!J{yx3...xm). (3.11)

while the kernels Ga are determined by the relation

r
\jc\XX^. . ,Xm) — I QXx UX2fua\XX\X2)\ip\Xi)X\^2)^l\.xli) • • •^m\xm-\-2) h [o.l&)

12



where

(3.13)

From now on the notation of the kind c£, x will be used3 to indicate the transitionto
conformal partners [1] of the fields <p, x

where
d=D-d, A = £?-A, a = (D-l,s). (3.15)

Note that the function (3.13) is derived from the function (Ptr(xi)tp{x2)x(xa)) by
means of the amputation in its arguments X2 and 13, see, for example, [1,4], The
expressions for normalization factors in (3.6),(3.8) and (3.13), as well as the expression
for the function y.{a) may be found in [1,2].

For any field $* entering the operator product expansions (1.6) and (2.1) there
exists a corresponding pole of the kernel (3.12) at the point

(3.16)

and the residues at these poles define the Green functions of the fields $*,.:

($fc(x)$i(a;3)... $m(xm+2)) = Ajt res Ga(xxs... xm+2j

r *•

where Afc is known to be a cons t an t , see [ 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 ] .
Now we are able to formulate the conditions (3.3),(3.4) of irreducibility of the fields

jn and T^v in terms of Green functions (1.3),(1.4). Consider the Green functions of
the current. They satisfy the Ward identities

2n "1

E £l~. _ \ /~'(2n)/_ _ \ /o 1 o\

where
(3.19)

The general conformally invariant solution of the Ward identities (3.18) may be put
into the form of partial wave expansion. Unlike (3.11), it has two terms [1,2]

. . . Xin) = G^XXi . , . X2n) + G'itr(.T.T, . . . X2n), (3.20)

3This does not apply to the fields A^, j , , discussed above.
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where

xx... x2n) = £ / dyi dy2 Cl{xxm)D~l(yi2)Gi(y2x2... x2n), (3.21)
a J

... x2n) = E f dyi dy2 CfT(xxxyi)D-x (yn)Gi;tT(y2x2... x2n). (3.22)

Here
t ^

is the conformally invariant transverse function

Explicit expressions for the invariant functions C£ and C£ l t r may be found in [1,2,8].
The two terms (3.21),(3.22) correspond [1] to a pair of different contributions into

the operator product expansion

M*i)<p(x2) = E [Pi] + E [#J , (3-23)
a a

where the fields P/ and R{ are mutually orthogonal. The states of these fields belong
to different subspaces of the Hilbert space (1.1):

PJ
a(x) | 0) e M<m>, R{(x) | 0) € MM.

The irreducibility conditions (3.3),(3.4) are equivalent [1] to the condition of absence
of the fields R{ in the theory. These conditions may be formulated as the equality to
zero of the kernel G£ t r entering the equation (3.22)

G3ffix{xlx2. •. x2n) = G^l^XiXi... x2n) = 0, (3.24)

or

Vi dy2 Cl\T,.,ta,fl{xiyiyi2)(Jii(y2)ip{yi)lp{x'i) • • • <^(a-'2n)) = 0, (3.25)

where the function C^ has the form [1,2,8]

= { ~32D - / 1 d - 2

( ) - traces

where /ir denotes the omission of the corresponding index,

()" (y (3.26)
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In accordance with (3.12), the kernels G{ entering (3.21) are determined by the
equation [2,8]

= J dyi dy2 ClLl_llttll(xlyly2)(Jv(y2)<p[Vi)v>M ... V?f(*2n)), (3.27)

where the function C^(xix2x3) is longitudinal

and has the form [2]

- traces
X l 3 r = l

or

where

and Aj(xiX2X3) is given by the expression (3.26).
According to (3.17), the Green functions of the fields PJ are determined by the

equation

(Pi(x1)tp(x2)...ip
t(x2n)) = AJ res GJ

a(xlx2...x2n)

where
aa = (d + s,s). (3.31) '

Due to (3.28), the equation (3.30) may be rewritten as

= - A j w t J dyx dy2 Cli,.,.Alj

where Â  are some constants, the function C/M...^J(xi2/ij/2) is determined by the equa-
tion (3.28), while d^j^...^) - by the Ward identity (3.13).

Thus, all the Green functions of the secondary fields F/(x) may be calculated
directly from the Ward identities. Analogously, the Green functions of the fields
Pj{x) may be found from the Ward identities for the energy-momentum tensor. This
is principally seen from the above analysis as well as from the results of the work [l].
The technical details will be presented in the publication to follow. So we have proved
that the states of dynamical sector of the Hilbert space are completely determined
by the Ward identities.
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4 Dynamical Sector of the Hilbert Space

Consider the states

3) I 0), r^ziJT^zaMxa) | 0) (4.1)

According to (2.1), the basis vectors of a Hilbert space may be found from expansion
of the states

JvMPHxi) | 0), Tr,{xi)P[{xi) | 0). (4.2)

It is possible to bring the result into the form of operator expansions4

(4-3)

[] [] (4.4)
3' a'

where

is a new family of symmetric traceless tensor fields with dimensions

da
3, = d + s ' .

The fields P's, have the same properties as the P, fields, see (2.18),(2.20).
Repeating the above steps again and again, we end up with a family of fields

P., P?, Plia\ • • •, P?~$k, • • •, 5t + s2 -f . . . + sk < s (4.6)

spanning the basis of a subspace of total Hilbert space, to which all the
states (2.11),(2.12) belong. The dynamical principle which governs the effective ,
interaction, is formulated in this subspace, called below the dynamical sector of a
Hilbert space. The states

T^(xMx2) | 0), T^MT,,MxM I 0),...

also belong to this sector.
Since the dynamical sector is generated by energy-momentum tensor and the

current, an introduction of any consistent model-fixing condition on the states of this
sector may be regarded as a means of specification of an effective Hamiltonian. For
a number of simplest models the constraint on the states of the dynamical sector can
be obtained directly from the initial Lagrangian [1]. For this purpose one introduces
the conformally invariant regularizalion. The renormalization constants ?i, 22,23 (in
models with two fields) remain finite as long as the regularization is kept up. In the

4These expressions are written in a fontiiil style. In fact, for each pair of values s,s' > s there
exist several fields P*, orthogonal to each other. The number of those depends on s,s'.
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renormalized Schwinger-Dyson equations the term 217 is held, leading to the greater
transparency of the equations.

The above discussion is a subject of extensive studies in [2,8]. The fields Pt were
first found in our works [23,11] as a consequence of conformally invariant solution to
Ward identities and later discussed in [24,6-8].

Note that the fields (4.6) have the properties analogous to those of the secondary
fields in two-dimensional theory. In the next work we show that for D = 2 the
fields (4.6) literally represent covariant combinations of secondary fields. Adopting
the terminology of two-dimensional theories [3], these fields can be viewed as the
conformal family of fields generated by a primary field <p(x).

The dynamical sector might be completely fixed only when the anomalous con-
tributions to commutators (2.4) are given. As already mentioned in section 1, the
assignments of definite values to commutators (2.3),(2.4) may be thought as the way
by which the quantization rules are taken into account effectively, leading to a consis-
tent definition of renormalized Schwinger-Dyson system. For this purpose it proves
necessary to define operator product expansions

JvWJvM, TpvMTvixi), (̂xi)Tpa(X2). (4.7)

It is apparent that the contributions to commutators (2.4) are solely due to C-number
terms of these expansions, or to operator terms comprising the fields having integer di-
mensions (which cannot exceed dimensions of a current or energy-momentum tensor)
and a definite tensor structure (different for spaces with even and odd dimensions).
In [1,25] the following anomalous contributions are considered:

[TxT] + ..., (4.8)
+ [TXT] + ..., (4.9)

T^{xx)jp{x7) = [ja) + ..., (4.10)

where [Cj] and [CT] are the C-number contributions to expansions. The constants
Cj and CT define the normalization of Euclidean Green functions

(jV(a:i)jV(xa)), ( ^ (x i ) r p a (x 2 )> . (4.11)

In the class of fields under consideration, the dependence on Cj and CT appears only
in spaces with even dimensions [1,25].

The second terms in (4.8) and in (4.9) denote anomalous operator contributions
of the scalar fields Pj(x) and PT(X), f°r which the following unified notation is useful

P(x)={Pj(x),PT(x)}. (4.12)

Both fields have the same dimension

dp. = dpT = D - 2. (4.13)
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The third term in the equation (4.8) does not contribute to the equal-time commu-
tator \jo(xl),jll(x2)]' However the third term in (4.9) may have anomalous operator
corrections which contribute to gradient terms of the commutator (2.4) and the con-
formal Ward identities.

Each anomalous term contributing to Ward identities is related to a definite set
of parameters. In particular, conformal Ward identities for the Green functions

(T^(yi)Tt<f(y2)ip{xl)... ip+(x2n)X(x2n+i)... x(*2«+m)) (4.14)

have, besides CT, three free parameters. Two of them are related to the term [PT],
and the last — to the [7\T]- The choice of these parameters determines the spectrum
of fields Pt, which belong to the dynamical sector, and the fix up a class of models.
In this work the models with P(x) = 0 is discussed.

Note that in two-dimensional space the P(x) field becomes constant

P(x) |D=2= const,

and the first two terms in (4.9) coincide. Their total contribution to anomalous Ward
identities for the Green functions (4.14) coincides with the contribution of the central
charge of two-dimensional theories. The latter remains true for the first two terms in
(4.8). Anomalous corrections to the third term in (4.9) also vanish for D = 2,see [1,25].

5 Null States of Dynamical Sector

Let us show that any dynamical model may be determined by a certain self-consistent
constraint on the states of dynamical sector. To do this, let us compose the super-
positions of the fields (4.6) having equal scale dimensions, see (5.25). Denote these
superpositions as Qa. Let us choose the coefficients in the superpositions in a way
that ensures the "normal" form of its commutators with j 0 and TQU, i.e. the absence
of anomalous terms (which are, for example, present in (2.IS)). Then the field Qa(x)
transforms as a primary field:

S(x° - y°) [/„(*), Q,(y)] = -6W(x - y)Q.(y),

6(x° - y°) \TOli(x),Qa(y)] = iflD\x - y)duQ.(y). (5.1)

In the last commutator the gradient term ~ dfflD\x — y)Q,(y) is dropped,
similar to (2.18).

Such a form of the commutators is guaranteed by the following self-consistency
conditions:

( ^ ; - > J f c i , ) = 0, or (QjP?-*T,¥) = 0. (5.2)

for all s' = 0, l , . . . , s — 1. These conditions ensure the cancellation of anomalous
contributions into the commutators (5.1) and, simultaneously, lead to the system of
algebraic equations on the coefficients of the superposition Q3. This is discussed to
more extent in section 9 on particular examples.
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Note that on account of operator product expansions of the type (4.4) the self-
consistency conditions (5.2) may be replaced by the following equations:

or
. . 7 ^ 0 = 0, n = l , 2 , . . . , (5.4)

which are equivalent to the set of conditions (5.2) for all values of s':

Suppose that the conditions (5.2) are satisfied. Then the equation

Q,{x) = 0 (5.5)

gives a self-consistent condition on the states of dynamical sector. Any such equation
defines a certain exactly solvable model. The Lagrangean models also belong to this
family, see [1,2,7,8].

Let us consider a simplest model. It is defined by the requirement of the vanishing of the
field PIL = P,f+1 having the scale dimension d\ = d + 1

/>„(*) = Pa(x) \3=l= 0. (5.6)

This equation means that the states /^(i) |0) disappear in the dynamical sector

P(1(x)\0)=0. (5.7)

The Euclidean Green functions

(tp{Xi)... ¥>+(z2n)x(z2n+l) . . . x(«2n+m) ) (5.8)

will satisfy the following system of differential equations

( P?M<p(xi) . . . <P+(x2n)x(x2n+\) • • • x(»2n+m) > = 0, (5.9)

or, owing to (2.20)

Pli(x,dx)(<p(xl)...cp+(x2n)x(x2n+l)...X(x2n+m))=0. (5.10)

The latter is a vector equation.5 Thus one has a system of differential equations for
each Green function. Consider the equations

= 0, (5.11)

) = 0, (5.12)

) = o. (5.13)
5Due to conformal symmetry it is equivalent to a system of differential equations on the functions

of harmonic ratios x?kxjm/x?mxll} see [2,15].
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The Pj,p and Pr,tiv operators depend on parameters of anomalous terms entering
Ward identities. Since the coordinate dependence of three-point functions is known,
we get the equations on the free parameters of the theory, i.e. the scale dimensions

</,A (5.14)

and the parameters entering anomalous Ward identities. (One can show that the
additional constraints on the parameters appear during the solution).

Depending on the choice of anomalous terms in Ward identities for the Green
functions (4.34), the following three variants of a model are possible6:

Pl(x) + (3Pj(x) = 0, Pl(x) = Q, Pj(*) = 0, (5.15)

where j3 is a constant.
All these variants are dealt with in [1]. In the second and third cases one of the

two equations (5.12),(5.13) survives.
A more complicated model is given by the equation

QM = PA*) + <*P,»(x) = 0, (5.16)

where a is unknown parameter and

The equation (5.16) means vanishing of corresponding states in dynamical sector:

Q,M) I 0) = 0. (5.17)

The Green functions (5.8) satisfy differential equations

where
&,*(*, dr) = ^ ( i , d1) + aP^x, d1), (5.19)

and P(iu(x,dx) is the operator which defines the field P,Cu{x), see (2.20); P^(x,dx)
is analogous operator, defining P^ix). The free parameters (5.14) as well as the
parameters in anomalous Ward identities are, similar to the above model, calculated
from the equations

= 0, (5.20)

= 0, (5.21)

= 0. (5.22)
6In two-dimensional space the Pj{x) field is absent. For D > 3 it appears under the definite

choice of anomalous operator terms.
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Moreover, the following self-consistency conditions are present in this model:

1 , ^ p

(5.23)
fixing the value of the a parameter. These conditions are non-trivial due to (2.18)
and the anomalous Ward identities for Green functions (2.19). As before, the three
variants of a model are possible:

QUX) + PQU*) = °« <&(*) = °v QU*) = 0- (5-24)
As an example, in section 8 we discuss the solution of the model defined by equation

QU(*) = o-
Finally, let us consider a general case

Q.(x) = P.(x)+ J2 £ "-, «P? "(*), (5-25)

where
Sl < S2 < ... < Sk, Si + S2 + . . . + Sk < S - i.

The coefficients atlt,.,ltk are determined by consistency conditions (5.2) for each of the
fields

P',1 °k(x), where s, + . . . + sk < a' < s.
No more principal differences with the previous model exist.

In [1] it is shown that the two first models are equivalent to Lagrangian models

\<p3, Av>V*, \<p4. (5.26)
A possible conjecture is that the three-dimensional Ising model corresponds to one of
the solutions of a model

Q l = o.
The constraints on the states of dynamical sector, viewed as a means to define a model,
were first studied by the authors in 1978. It was shown [2,26] that the solutions of
trivial models (the Thirring model and gradient model for D = 4) are defined by
these conditions. Later [24] this problem was examined in a slightly different context.
However the far better understanding of this scheme, especially its features related
to the necessity of introduction of fields P^-'k [8] into dynamical spectrum and
to the role of self-consistency conditions, has come to us after the works [3,4]. The
scheme described above has a striking resemblance to the structure of two-dimensional
models. The states

Q.(*) |0) (5.27)
are analogous to null vectors of two-dimensional models. As will be shown in the next
work, the states (5.27) for D — 2 literally coincide with null vectors, and all the two-
dimensional models known at the present time may be solved by the method described
in this work without any reference to Virasoro algebra, as if we were completely un-
aware of its existence. Bearing in mind the explicit analogy between two-dimensional
models and those described here, it looks quite probable that the latter models should
correspond to as yet unknown realization of D-dimensional analog of Virasoro algebra.
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6 Ward Identities in the Space of Even Dimen-
sion D > 4

Consider the Green functions which include the current j M . Assume that the self-
consistency condition (3.25) holds. Then the fields A}°ns and j ^ transform by equiv-
alent representations of the conformal group [1]. The equivalence conditions may be
formally written in either of the two forms:

= J dy(Al™*(x)Al™*(y))j,,(y), (6.1)

(6.2)

These operator equations for Euclidean fields should be understood as a formal rep-
resentation of the equations for Euclidean Green functions of the fields A*°ns, j u .
Evidently, in the calculations of invariant contractions

(6.3)

regularization should be introduced, since the fields j , t and A]°ns have integer dimen-
sions

h = D-l, lA = D-lj = U (6.4)

Everything that follows concerns the theories in the spaces of even dimension
D > A. For odd Z)'s this formalism must be modified; this case will be dealt with in
another paper.

Introduce the conformally invariant propagators of the fields A]°"B, j , , :

^ (6.5)

(6.6)
x 2

Cj x

\2

where CA and Cj are the normalization factors. The propagator D^IV may be formally
brought to the form

However, for even D the propagator is not actually transverse due to singularity of
the factor {x\2)~

D+2- The latter should be understood as a limit of the distribution
(xh)~D+2~i w h e n e ~* °- L e t u s utilize the relation [27]

(6.7)
t—0
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where k — 0,1,
Introduce the conformally invariant regularization by an addition of small anoma-

lous corrections to the canonical dimensions (6.4):

(6.8)

where € —» 0.
Consider the regularized propagators

x 2 \D_x
Xl2l

(6.9)

(6.10)

It is readily seen that under such a completion of the definition, the propagator acquires
the longitudinal correction. The divergence of the expression (6.10) is equal to

&d? ( 6 U )

Bearing in mind (6.7) and taking the limit e = 0 we will get the following Ward
identity

8?iM*i)M*2)) = CjBpn'&SM (6.12)

where Cj is an independent parameter of the theory which is analogous to the central
charge,

D f 2 ( ) (6.13)

Hence it follows that the contractions (6.1)—(6.3), as well as the contractions

(6.14)

are nonzero and finite notwithstanding the fact that the formal expression (6.6) di-
verges. In all the intermediate calculations one must use the regularized expressions7

(6.9) - (6.11), taking the limit e = 0 at the very end.
It is essential that all the contractions of the type (6.3) are finite only when one

considers the states of the subspace //<"') of the total Hilbert space, see (1.1). Let
us recall that the latter is guaranteed by the irreducibility conditions (3.25). In
the other version of the theory there are no such conditions, and a different pair of
components does appear

A,(x), jlj(x). (6.15)

7The use of the equality (6.12) during the calculations will lead to a breakdown of the conformal
invariance.
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They are also related by the equivalence conditions (6.2), see [1]. The corresponding
contractions of the type

contain the redefined propagator of the current

In the case under consideration the fields (6.15) are absent and the field An(x) is
always longitudinal. In what follows we drop the "long" label in the notation Al°ns

implying
A,(x) = A*"{x).

Let us define the normalization of the propagator D*u by the condition:

jdx DiP(Xl - x)Dj
pl/(x - x7) = S^xn). (6.16)

Substituting the regularized expressions (6.9),(6.10) into this formula and calculating
the integral using the well-known relation

we obtain

The equation (6.16) may be rewritten as

(JAxi)AfM)=StHf6{xi2). (6.18)

In addition, from (6.1) and (6.17) follows the operator equality

Cjn^dpA^x) = dMx). (6.19)

Consider invariant three-point functions

2 A?(*,sa)(v(*t)v t(*2)}, (6.20)

(6.21)
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where

!) . (6.22)

Both the functions satisfy the Ward identities

= - [S(xl3) - 6(x23)] (^(xl)v
i(x2)), (6.23)

z)) = - [S(xl3) ~ 6(x23)} (ipix^ix^). (6.24)

From the last identity it follows that

<M=2C,-2(-l) ' T^y-cT- (6-25)

To check the Ward identities (6.23) we have utilized the useful relations

x)- (6 '26)

Now consider higher Green functions including several fields jlt or A^. Assume
that the anomalous scalar field Pf~2 introduced in section 4 does not appear in the
commutator of the current components,

pP-\x) = 0. (6.27)

Then the Ward identities have the form

I k J2=2
g u x ; d?;r6{x-xr

- [6(x - yi) - 6{x - y2)] (tpiyiWfaVmfa)- ••./«(**))» (6.28)

where the hat symbol in the notation j h r means that the corresponding field j ^ x , - )
is dropped,

k

H d7Mx ~ xr)(v>(yx )<P](y2)Ain (ar,). . . Allr... A,,k(xk))
r=l

-Vi)-S{x- y2)} (<p{yi)v>Hv2)Am(x,)... / U M ) , (6.29)
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where A^ means that Anr{xT) is omitted.
One easily sees that the Green function

(6.30)

satisfying the Ward identity (6.29) has the form

i -f G"% fc(y,y2x1... xk), (6.31)

where ^"".^(j/iJteEi • . . xjt) is the sum of its non-connected parts, and the connected
component is given by the expression

We would like to stress the following. In the models where the condition (3.25)
holds, there is no principal significance whether the theory is formulated in terms of
Jii(x) or in terms of longitudinal fields A^x). However, from the technical viewpoint
the employment of the fields Au(x) is much more preferable because there is no need
to introduce the regularization in intermediate stages of calculations. This
will be demonstrated in the next two sections. In particular, it proves useful to rewrite
the self-consistency conditions (5.3) for the class of models concerned as

(QJ(!/i)v»t(y2M«(xi)...Aw(xfc)> = 0l Ar = 1,2,.... (6.33)

All the above is easily generalized to the case of Green functions of the energy-
momentum tensor. The analogs of the relations (6.1) and (6.2) read

*) = Jdy {h^(x)hx^(y))Tpa{y\ (6.34)

Ux) = jdy (Tllv(x)Tpa(y))h]
p°:*(y). (6.35)

These equations hold in the models of direct (non-gauge) interaction of the matter
fields selected by the condition analogous to (3.25), see [1]. The conformally invari-
ant expression for the propagator of the energy-momentum tensor for even D has a
formal singularity similar to the propagator (6.6) and satisfies the anomalous Ward
identity [1,24]

D«,

_ — fjo " i / ' J - i I " \ ™ i t / j ^ U . O U j
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where C? is the independent parameter analogous to the central charge. The nor-
malization of the longitudinal field

is chosen, in analogy with (6.18), from the condition

1 ( 2

{)) (̂ A + ̂ A
(6.37)

In practice, the field h^ix) is more useful. The self-consistency conditions (5.4) for
this class of models may be rewritten in the form

k)) = 0, A-=1,2 . . . . (6.38)

7 Pure Gauge Model

To illustrate the main ideas and the calculation specifics we start with the simplest model
in the space of even dimension D > 4 defined by equation

Hi?) = °- c7-1)
A more complicated model will be considered in the next section.

Due to (3.32), the Green functions of the field P^ are calculated from the equation

dy,. dy2 C'll(xlyly2)dt2(jl/{yi)ip{yiMx2). ..<p\x2n)), (7.2)

where At is a constant and *v

? t=^^? ! i^J1^3) i ±±^. (7.3)

Using the Ward identities (3.18) one can transform the r.h.s. of the equation (7.2) to
get

, [ n 2n

2»))- (7-4)
r=2

Note that the term containing S(y\ — y2) is omitted: it is multiplied by the power
factor [(yi — i/2)

2] "* and does not contribute to the integral. Let us thread the
residue symbol res through the integral sign and make use of the relation

(L/ + I) — o,, + M—Ti—\ v[X\2). (7.5
X o I
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which follows from (6.7) for k = 0. As the result we obtain

ft2n)) = Ai(D + 2)7

r=2 t=n+l

where we introduced

1 (7.6)

(7-7)

The equation (7.1) leads to differential equations of the first order for all the Green
functions of the model. For n = 2 we get the equation discussed in [1]

d?+2d

It has the solution

=0-

where ()
The equations (7.6) may be rewritten in the operator form as

[d. + aA^z(x)} <p(x) = 0, n^d.A^ix) = 0,

where a is some constant.
As shown in [1], the equations (7.6) describe one of the solutions of the Lagrangian

model with the interaction L;nt ~ (^Vx-
Consider the self-consistency conditions (6.33) for the model (7.1). One must find

all the Green functions (P^M, , , ...A(lk), k = 1,2,— Consider the simplest case
k — 2 first. We have

(7.10)= -A t /reai f dy, dy2 C

Employ the Ward identity:

= [-6(x -xt) + 8(x -

dfl26(x - (7.11)
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As before, the first term ~ 8(x — Xi) does not contribute to the integral (7.10),

= Ai f r« t f dy

(7.12)

Let us substitute the explicit expressions for the Green functions
from (6.21) and (6.31),(6.32),

= (cp(xl)lp\x2))(Alli(xl)All7(x2)) . (7.13)

Note that disconnected component of this Green function does not contribute to (7.12)
due to equation (7.1) for n = I:

\df}+2d

Recalling also that due to (7.5)

(7.14)

res ~T"9l^i(Xl3)^{^\2), (7.15)

we find from (7.12)

.(7.16)

Making analogous calculations in the general case A; > 2 will lead to the following
result

. . . /4,, r(x r)... ,(7.17)

where the symbol yl̂ ,. denotes the omission of the field Altr(xr) in this expression. In
the derivation of this equation we have used the explicit form of the Green functions

. . . Aw ) , see (6.31), (6.32) and the equation (7.14).
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According to the general program described in the section 5, the dependence of
dimension d on the parameter Cj is determined by the equation

f 0, (7.18)

while the vanishing of all the higher Green functions

0, fc = 2 , 3 . . . (7.19)

is interpreted as the infinite set of self-consistency conditions of the model. The Green
function (P^ /4 , , , ) has the form

13

Eq.(7.18;implies (2d + gA) = 0, or, owing to (6.25)

) ] " ^ . (7.20)

Let us remark that the general expression (7.17) contains the factor (2d -f- g^) which
is independent on the value of k. So if (7.20) is taken into account, self-consistency
conditions for the model hold identically.

The model described here is the simplest .D-dimensional analog of two dimensional
exactly solvable models: the Thirring model and Wess-Zumino-Witten model. The
first one was solved by the authors of the present article using the method discussed
here as far back as in 1978 in the work [2], and the second — in the work [7]. Both
methodically and technically, the method of solution of these models is analogous
to the solution of pure gauge model. To illustrate this analogy, we consider the
Wess-Zumino-Witten model in Appendix I and show that its solution may be derived
using the formalism presented here. Not surprisingly, the results of the work [4] are
also reproduced in discussions therein.

8 A Model in the Space of Even Dimension
D > 4 Defined by Two Generations
of Secondary Fields

Consider the second of the models (5.24)

& & H *) = 0, (8.1)
where a is unknown parameter, and the fields Pjiu and P^u are those appearing in the
operator product expansions of j^tp and

[ ] [ } ] . •. • (8.2)
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Both tensor fields have the same scale dimension

/2 = f2 = d + 2.

Three dimensionless parameters exist in this model:

d,Cj,a. (8.3)

According to section 5, these parameters are related by a pair of algebraic equations
which may be derived from the system

(Q* P^ j } = (JP^ P^i ) -\- ct(P* P^ i ) = 0 (8 5)

It is also necessary to convince oneself that the self-consistency conditions hold.
In this section the solution of the model (8.1) will be found. We will obtain a

pair of algebraic equations for the parameters (8.3) and the closed set of differential
equations for higher Green functions.

8.1 Self-Consistency Conditions

We must prove that

(Qiv(yi)vf{y2)Alll{xl)...Alik(xk))=0, where & = 1,2,.... (8.6)

Similar to the previous model, we will concurrently find the parameters (8.3).
Consider the Green functions of the field Pjiv. According to (3.32) we have

i J ; k ) ) , (8.7)
where

U ? I = ^ (&) ' (8.8))

The calculation of the r.h.s. of the equation (8.7) is presented in Appendix II. The
result is

x (v(Vi )vHv2)Am (xi)... Allr... Atlt... A»k(xk)) - trace in p, u)

... A(lr... Alti!(xk)) + (ft H I / ) - trace in ft, i/]J | , (8.9)
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where 7 is the parameter (7.7), and hats on A^T and A^, imply omitting the fields
A,,r(xr), Aft^xt). To derive this we have used the explicit form of the Green functions
(<fHp*Ain • • - Ai>k)> s e e (6-31), (6.32), together with the equations (A2.3) and (A2.5) of
the Appendix II. Note that for k = 1 the first term in (8.9) is absent:

1) - 2gA)gA

" ) - trace in ft, u\ (<p{xi)<p*(x2)). (8.10)
J

For k = 2 one has

(4d(d+ l)-2gA) \ ~

1

^14

y ) - t r a c e

T2

X13

+ (fi <-» u) — trace in fi,u\ >.

(8.11)

Consider the Green functions of the field P^. Recall that this field enters the
operator product expansion of j ^ P j . Hence the analog of the equation (3.30) reads

where A^ are some constants, and

= ( Pi,. . .JZ,)P,(Z2M;T5(S3) ) (8.13)

is the longitudinal conformally invariant function. Here Pp denotes the conformal
partner of the field Pp. The field Pp appears in the result of amputation [1]. Its
dimension equals to D — d~ 1. Note that the general conformally invariant expression
for the function of the type {Pj^^.^PpAn) includes five independent structures. One
can check that only two independent combinations of the latter are longitudinal.
The function (8.13) is longitudinal due to equation of the type (3.25) for the Green
functions (j^Pfi ...). The general conformally invariant expression for the longitudinal
function may be shown to have the form
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where

—5- ^5wr{xi2)A^1
1...iir.../iJ(x3X2) - traces in p i . . . / iJ }

X\2 Lr=l J J

D4-|_rf_,_2 / l ' \ 2

1 2 ) - £ i L ^ - 2 - S . (8.H)

where /? is arbitrary parameter.
Substituting (8.14) into (8.12) we get

= - A j jres y dVl dy2 &ltl^ttfi(x1yly2)d^ <jM<p(yi)<p(z2)... ^(x2n)). (8.15)

Thus the Green functions of the fields P/ which arise in the operator product expan-
sions Ppjft may be calculated from the Ward identities as well.

The Green functions of the field /*}„ containing the fields A^ have a similar rep-
resentation

>?{h{z2)Pi{zx)^{y2)Alt, (z . ) . . . A^x, ) ) , (8.16)

where

x12

/ \ . i l / 9 P-M-J-4 I X?T\ 2

+ (^ H y) - trace in /z, v] Mx,2) 2 2 I

The parameter /3 may be calculated explicitly from the orthogonality conditions [1],
but its precise value is not required in what follows. For our purposes i t is sufficient
that /? 7̂  —{D — 2). The calculation of the r.h.s. of the equation (8.16) is presented
in Appendix II. The result is

>i) • • • Apk(xk)) = 27
2(Z> + 2)Ai A2(2d + gA)

(gA + 2(d — ^ l • 1

x {tp{yx)^{y2)A^[xx)...Altr...Aflt...Altk{xk)) - trace in fi,v]

( k 1
- (£[7:

( / i H i / ) - trace in (t,u]j >, (8.18)
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where
A2 = A 2 [1+ /? (£>-2) ] . (8.19)

The symbols A^, A^ mean that the fields A^x?), AUt{xt) are omitted. The explicit
form of the Green functions (tpip^A^ ...A^) found in section 6, was used in the
derivation of the formula. For k = 1 the first term in (8.18) is absent

2 7 2 P + 2)A,A2(2cf+ ^ )

0 | i i i / ( s i3)A(a :2Z3) + (/**->• v) - t r a c e in fi,i/\ (<p(xi)ipt(x2)). (8.20)

LX13 J
For k = 2 one has

• 1
x \{gA "h 2(<f -j- 2))(y>(xi)(^'(a;2))[~2~if/ii

3-13

H—z~9uiv(xi3)~z~Qu,u(xi4) — trace in u.tA
X13 ^ X?/"2 / i V

v)- trace in fi,v\\. (8.21)

Consider the self-consistency conditions (8.6). The Green functions of the field
have the form

£x JyT^9^yi - Xr)ti^9Uyi ~ Xt)

rft

yaMw M...A^...A^t... A[tk(xk)) - trace in /i, i/)

/ fc 1
V=t Vi/i ~ xr)

-f (/J H I / ) - trace in /i,i/]J j , (8.22)

where

27rD/2 AtA2
— v -r—(2</ + gA) [gA + 2(rf + 2)] a, (8.23)
2±2) A2

= 4rf(d+ 1) - 2 ^ - J",ln.7\
A[A*(U + 9A)<*. (8.24)
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All the Green functions (8.22) vanish if one sets

Nr = N2 = 0.

This leads to the following equations

g\ + 4(d + \)gA + *N [gA + 2(rf + 2)] = 0, (8.25)

2gA - Ad{d + 1) + aN = 0. (8.26)

where

Let us recal l that the coupling constant gA is expressed through the parameter Cj,
see (6.25). Eliminating the factor aN from the system (8.25),(8.26) we obtain the
equation which expresses dimension d in terms of parameter C,:

g\ - A(d2 + d- l)gA - 8d(d + l)(d + 2) = 0. (8.28)

One easily sees that this equation has a solution satisfying physical requirements

d > ~ - 1, Cj>Q (8.29)

for any (even) space dimension D > 4.

8.2 Differential Equations for Green Functions of Funda-
mental Fields

Consider the equation

{GiufaiMsa) • • • <pHx2R)) = 0. (8.30)

It represents a source to differential equations for Green functions (3.19)

G[xl...x2n) =

The Green functions of the fields /*£„ and P'^u are calculated from the equations (3.32)
and (8.15) for s = 2. Applying the Ward identities to these equations, we get

A2 res / i

2n

~~ /_j C/ii/(a'l!/l;rr)(v:l(yi)V;>(:l-2) • • • V3 (a;2n))]i (8.31)

r=2

2n
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2n

E
r=n+l

~ E Clu (S.32)

Let us thread the residue symbol through the integral sign and make use of the
equations (A2.3) and (A2.8) for evaluating the functions

As the result we obtain

where

r=2

r=n+l
n

r=n+l

* l r
g* + (/z <-> i/)] 4-

r=2

J - t r a c e
}•

where
j(x,cP') + (/z « i/) - trace}.

Here P[tt and /^ are the differential operators of the first order

~^2 r
r=2 *lr r=n+l

2-* 2
r=2 Xlr r=n+l x lr

Note that the operator P> is given by the equation (7.6).
Introduce the differential operator

(8.33)

(8.34)

(8.35)

(8.36)

(8.37)

(8.38)

(8.39)
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where P»u and P^ are defined by (8.34), (8.36). From (8.30) one finds for the Green
functions (3.19)

Q-'l/(x,9Xl)(v(:ri)---Vt(a;2n)) = 0 . (8.40)

Thus we obtain a closed set of differential equations for any Green function of the
model. Note that Q^„ is a tensor operator. One can show that each equation (8.40)
is equivalent to a set of several equations of the second order in variables

T2 T2

C _ XikXmn
XimXkn

In particular, one has for n = 2
I

(a;i3a?2-j)

where

(8.42)

It can be shown that the tensor equation (S.40) written in these variables is equivalent
to a system of the three differential equations of the second order. The derivation of
these equations and their solution will be published in other publication8

9 Primary and Secondary Fields

The commutators of fields with the zero components of current or energy-momentum
tensor determine the transformation properties of the fields. The gradient terms in
commutators might turn out to be significant provided that a higher symmetry like
the Z)-dimensional analog of the Virasoro algebra would be found. Above we have
introduced the concepts of primary and secondary fields for D > 3. The fundamental
field is primary by definition. The commutator of the field ̂ p(x) with jo has the
standard form

6(x° - y°)[jo{x)My)} = -6{D)(x - yMy). (9.1)

Similarly, the Ward identities in this case also have the standard form.
Note that the primary fields have the following property. Let $' (x) be any primary

field of dimension / and tensor rank s. It is known that invariant three-point functions
of these fields are either zero or are transverse. The latter follows from the Ward
identity

- S(x23)} (*i(*,)^(xa)) - 0,

due to orthogonality of conformal fields

K M ^ M ) = 0, if s ^o , i±d.
8In collaboration with V.N.Zaikin.
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The transversal invariant functions may not appear in the theory if the condition (3.25)
holds, see [1]. Thus one has

( $ i ( x 1 ) ^ ( a : 2 ) ^ ( S 3 ) ) = 0 , if s^Q, l±d (9.2)

for any primary field $^. The Green functions

are nonzero owing to the presence of anomalous terms in the Ward identities. The
anomalous Ward identities are pertinent to any generation of secondary fields. They
were discussed by authors already in the works [23,10].

The fields Q{ and Qj are constructed as superpositions of secondary fields satis-
fying the usual commutation relations (5.1). Due to the discussion above, see (9.2),
the latter is guaranteed by the self-consistency conditions (5.2) which are equivalent
to the equations (5.3),(5.4). It is essential that the fields with such properties arise
only for specific dependence of dimension on the central charge (i.e. the parameter Cj
or CT)- The situation resembles the one in two dimensional conformal models, and
the dependence mentioned above is analogous to the Kac formula.

To illustrate what has been said let us find the anomalous Ward identities for the
case of the fields P^, Pjit/, P^v and demonstrate that the dependence of dimension on
the parameter Cj is the consequence of the requirement for Q^ and Qjiu to be primary
fields.

Consider the Ward identities in the case of the field P£. The most general form
of anomalous Ward identities reads:

..., (9.3)

where the dots stand for all the "usual" contributions. To find the constant a we con-
sider the Ward identity for the Green function (j \Pfo* A^j. Using (6.19) and (7.17)
we get:

P - 2

Xl3

-rCj°*<2 ^ ^ ^ ( a r w X ^ O v ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ) ) ! . (9.4)

Utilize the Ward identity (6.24) and the relation
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Finally we obtain

^ = - [6(x - xi) - 6(x -

(9.6)

where a is the same constant as in (9.3). The derivation makes use of the fact that the
Green function (P^A^) is defined by the equation (7.17) for k = 1. The constant
a turns out to be

a = - (9.7)

Setting a = 0 we obtain the previous result (7.20): gA — —2d. So this result is a
consequence of the requirement for Q^ = P£ to be a primary field.

Consider the anomalous Ward identities for the fields Pjiu and Pjlv. Each of them
involves a pair of independent parameters, one of the two being related to anomalous
contribution of the field Pjt, and the other — with a contribution of the field ip.
Evaluating the quantity

and making use of the results of section S, we get

9\(J}<{x)P^v(xi)tp^(x2)Altl(x3)) = — [S(xi — x) — S(x2 — x)

+ bv[dZ6(x - xl){I»{xl)ip\x2)Altl(x3)) + ([i»v)- trace] +

(9.8)

In the calculations we have used the relations (6.26) and

— trace in

One obtains the following expressions for the constants

A,(Z) + 2)(2rf

62 = 63=

where
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The coefficients in anomalous terms of the Ward identity for the Green function
(jxPL^A^) are calculated analogously. This Ward identity coincides with (9-8)
after the change P^v -* P^', 6; —> &,-, i = 1,2,3 in the latter identity. The
coefficients 6,- turn out to be

62 = ~ 2 ^ 3 = ̂ o ,

where

and the coefficient N is given by the formula (8.27).
Consider the field Q^u — P^u + oiPftl,. Let us demand this field to be primary. It

means that the Ward identity for the Green function

should comprise "usual" terms only. This requirement leads to the equations

bi + al>i = 0 , b2 + al>2 = 0,

which are easily seen to coincide with (8.25),(8.26). Thus the equation (8.28) which
relates the parameters

is the consequence of the fact that the field Q\IV is a primary field. In the next
publication we shall show that for D = 2 such an approach leads to the well-known [3]
results. In particular, the Kac formula [28] arises as a consequence of the second
equation from (5.2). This feature may prove useful in the derivation of the analog of •
the Kac formula in Z)-dimensional space.
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Appendix I

The Solution of Wess-Zumino-Witten Model

Let g(x) be the matrix field taking values in the group G. The action of the model
has the form

5u(s) = j^JdixTr {d^d.g) + kT(g),
where k is an integer and

= ^ J ̂ y
The integral is taken over a three dimensional ball, having its boundary identified
with the two dimensional space.

For k = 1,2,... the model has an infrared fixed point

Jt'-£. (Al.l)

The conformally invariant solution, which corresponds to this point, was found in [4]
on the base of infinite dimensional symmetry considerations.

Here we demonstrate that this solution may be derived in the framework of the
approach discussed above, employing the six dimensional conformal symmetry of two
dimensional space and generalizations of the equations (7.1) in dynamical sector to
the case of non-Abelian internal symmetry.

The conserved current has the form

where
a = — \2k.

4TT

In the course of solving the model we shall not presuppose that the condition (Al . l )
is satisfied. Instead, we shall consider the model for arbitrary values of the constant
A2 and assume its solution possesses six-parameter conformal symmetry. Using the
formalism developed above, we obtain equations for the dimensionless parameters of
the theory, one of which fixes the coupling constant. So, the condition (Al . l ) will be
obtained as a consequence of the solution of the model.

Let g(x) be a conformal chiral field of dimension d. We shall consider the field
equation

(<5,JU + ia<Lllv)dvg{x) = g(x)jtl{x). (A 1.3)

The right-hand side is defined as the limit [1]
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The operator product g(x)Ja(x+e) will, as usual, be calculated from the Ward identity
for the current ju(

x)- We shall obtain that along with the derivative dug(x) in the
same order there enters the matrix vector field [/3

(f
fl]$ with values in the group G

with scale dimension d + 1. To guarantee validity of Eq. (4.56), we have to require
that

As will be shown below, this equation determines the solution of the model.
The Green functions of the field P*+l can be found, as above, from the Green

functions of current j ^ . We have

(AH.

Here C^v is an invariant three-point function with an amputated scalar leg. Ampu-
tation of current in a two-dimensional space is, if fact, not needed since dj = 1 for
D = 2 and dj = D — dj = 1. Introducing formally a vector field P^ of dimension /,
we obtain the function Cu<il in the form

where / is an unknown constant, g~l implies amputation of the leg X2, ta are the
generators of the algebra in the chosen representation of the chiraJ field

g(x)=[g(x)fQ.

Let us consider the Green functions of current. An invariant three-point Green •
function has the form

and satisfies the Ward identity

d?(9Mg-l(*2)Jl(x3)) = ~tcHxl3)(g(xl)g-l(x2)) + S(x23)(g(xl)g-l(x2))t
c.

The Ward identity for the Green function of two currents

GiiU{xix2x3x4) = [g{xi)g-l(x2)jlt(x3)jv(x4))

has the form
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where fabc are structure constants, 0 is a constant which is also to be found in the
course of solution.

We shall show that all the dimensionless parameters a, /?, / and the scale dimen-
sion d of the fundamental field g(x) are determined from the equation

which expresses the self-consistency conditions of the type (7.18). According to
Eq. (AL4), this is equivalent to the equation

(A 1.91

or

t~rJdyi dy2tyAxiyiy*)Uap(y2)9(vx)9~l(*7)jl{x3)) = o.

Substituting here the expression (Al.5) and employing the Ward identity (A1.8) we
obtain, after simple calculations,

1

up -\r iotf.vp) —j-gpr\Xu)•^•

l r , ; , . . 1

+ — {sv(0up + ICttvp) —j- i

1

kd{6v, + ifi€yP)rgpT{xu)\3 = 0 ,

where Cg = f0/8, C.6"0' = fbef'b\
Taking into consideration the relations

we find [7,8]

Q = /? = / = l , (A1.10J

It should be noted that from Eq. (Al.10) there follows the condition (Al . l ) that
fixes the coupling constant. The value of the dimension (Al . l l ) was first obtained in
ref. [4].
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One can similarly find the dimension of the composite field x6*, which occurs in
the operator expansion of the product g{x)g~l(x + c). Let A be the dimension of this
field. The invariant three-point function is equal to

The scale dimension A can be found from the equation

Using the Ward identity

we find after fairly simple calculations

which also coincides with the result of the paper [4],

We find in conclusion the closed equation for the Green function

GA{xlX2X3xA) = {g(xi)g-x(x2)g(x3)g-l(xA)).

It c&n be obtained in a usual manner from the equation

teg/( ( ;

In the calculations, the Ward identity

has been used to obtain the equation

^+i^^dl(5(xl)5-
1(x2)5(x3),-'{x4)) = 0

which also coincides with the result obtained in ref. [4].
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Appendix II

The Calculation of the Green Functions
of the Fields P^ and P^

Consider the r.h.s. of the equation (S.7). The details of calculation of this ex-
pression are the same for all it > 2. To simplify the notation we put k = 2. One
has

= - A 2 res [dyldy2C
l
ttl>(xmy2)d^UP(y2)ip(yt)^(x2)Attt(xl)All}(x2)), (A2.1)

where C^v is the function (8.8). Using the Ward identity we represent the r.h.s, as

^ (A2.2)

Threading the residue symbol in (8.8) through the integral sign and taking into ac-
count (6.7) for k = 0 we get

X I 3

+ Ad{d + l ) - r ; T 2 - trace}<5(x12), (A2.3)

where 7 is the parameter (7.7). Substituting this expression into (A2.2) we get

l)[±-gtlut(Xl3) (d^+2^
X13 \ X13

+ 2d^A {ip(xi)^(x2)Alll{x3)) + {n~u)- trace in /1, u]
XX U

-I-

- trace in ii,i/\(ip(x1)ifi
j(x2)Alti(x3)Alli(x4))\. (A2.4)
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Let us substitute the expressions (6.21) and (7.13) for the Green functions
and (ipip^A^A^) into this formula. After that, let us apply the equations

2(d + 1) (^f%> + &&d?) + Ad{d +

- tracel (tp(xi)tp\x2)) = 0,

U ] - trace
LX13

~ 2 J'2
3 " 2 g/M^C îa) ~ trace in n,u. (A2,5)

^13 ^

After simple calculations we get the equation_(S.ll).
Consider the Green functions of the field Pfw. As above, it proves helpful to carry

out calculations for the case k = 2 first. To evaluate the r.h.s. of the expression (8.15)
for k = 2 we utilize the Ward identity

x1)^(x2)Alii(x3)All,(x4)) = -6{xi -

i - x)((p{xi)ipi(x2)A(ll(x3)A

.+ 6(x - ^

The second term ~ ad*8{x — X\) is discussed in section 9. Under the substitution of
the identity (A2.6) into (8.15) two leading terms do not contribute to the integral.
Finally, one has:

(A2.7)

Threading the residue symbol res through the integral sign and taking into ac-

count (6.7), for k = 0 we get

' = 7 [1 + (3(D - 2)] {-{S»&» + S^S")

- trace in a, u}8[xi — yi). (A2.8)

where 7 is the parameter (7.7). Substituting the expression (A2.8) into (A2.7), and
taking into account explicit expressions for the functions (P^tp^A,,) and (}
see (7.16), after a sequence of simple calculations we get (S.21).
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